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This newsletter is published bi-monthly to feature model 
aircraft building and flying and to report on aeromodelling 
events  in Australia and New Zealand. 
 
Contributing material and requests for inclusion on the distri-
bution list may be forwarded to — 

John Lamont 
Unit 5, 1326 Main Road, Eltham, 3095 
Ph: 03 9431 0044 
Mob: 0415 384 823 
E-mail: jlamont2@bigpond.com 
 
Visit our website at -  
   https://sites.google.com/view/australian-model-news/home  

 
It’s a smaller issue this time with few events reported through 
the last two months, hopefully things will improve as the 
winter weather departs. 
 
The steady demise of local hobby shops providing the basic  
materials for modelling continues and now RCM News has 
crashed and burned leaving only one commercial magazine 
and my little freebie to report on Australian aeromodelling. 
Aeromodelling as a hobby is in slow decline in Australia and 
if this trend continues we will soon be forced to purchase not 
just ARF models but also our most basic aeromodelling 
needs from overseas suppliers. 
 
I’m sorry to say that the October issue is in jeopardy as my 
years of riotous living have caught up with me once again 
and, after fixing a couple of creaking joints and refocussing 
the eyes over the last few years, it seems that my heart  
needs a bit of surgical attention. This is a big one and I will 
be in hospital and rehabilitation for three weeks or so. I hope 
to be back on the job in time for the December issue but with 
no driving allowed for two or three months my input will be 
limited and contributions from aeromodellers around the 
country will be very welcome. 
 
John Lamont 
 
 
 
 

  On the Cover. 
Gary Flanagan’s wing walking Stearman performing 

at last year’s Shepparton Mammoth meeting.. 

    From the Editor 

https://sites.google.com/view/australian-model-news/home
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                 FREE FLIGHT 

  SCALEMASTERS 

This year our regular flying field was unavailable so we had a change 
of venue for Scalemasters 2019 and thanks must go to Wayne and 
Viktoria Johns for their hospitality and the use of their property at 
Black Hill.  
       
For me the event started in January, when Steve Nelson and I went 
up to check out the property, and then again in March with Lyn to 
work out a few things as well as the signs that would be needed.  
 
After finishing off some new models and  doing repairs to others we 
loaded up the car and trailer and headed off on the Friday morning. 
 I erected the signs on the way there and thought that should do, how-
ever in my directions I neglected to mention how far along the Angus 
Valley road the Scholzs road turn-off was and consequently several 
flyers sailed by the signs and on into Walker Flat. Sorry fellas.     
 
We set up our tent by Wayne’s hangar and by this time David and 
Maris had arrived, a few test flights determined where we should erect 
the shelter. After tea, the girls got a camp fire going and we were 
joined by Stephen and Ursula. 
 

Sleeping in the tent during the 5º night was a non-event so we were 
up at the shelter at first light.  The air was dead calm and the flyers 
began to arrive to the smell of bacon, sausages and eggs wafting 
down the flight line as breakfast was being prepared.   
 
 

It soon became apparent that Ebenezers were the popular choice, all 
sorts — diesel, glo and electric. Though we did have some scale 
models numbers were definitely down this year. My ever reliable 
BV.222 put in some nice flights along with Maris Dislers’ 1912 REP, 

                                    Steve Nelson’s  Fokkernezer. 

                                         Dave Malpas’ BE2ebenezer. 
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 David Nearmy’s Fokkernezer newly emblazoned in the livery of 
Leutnant Rudolf Stark tried to put in the longest flight of the day how-
ever he was upstaged by Tim Hayward Brown. Tim had built a Baby 
Ajax and was trimming it out, I’ll let Tim explain: “as I became more 
confident and cranked in the turns it was starting to climb pretty much 
vertically and getting good height. All good things must come to an 
end I suppose - and so of course it hooked a big thermal.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I followed diligently across several rocky paddocks but the last I saw 
of it was at maybe 300’ and climbing again, so I turned around and 
headed back.   Which is where such stories end, however.......as I 
crossed the last paddock and saw the line of cars again, I could also 
see a woman approaching me — with a large dog. As she came clos-
er she asked me what I was doing and I explained that I was with the 
group of model flyers and we had permission from the owner. Well 
this not his land she informed me, this is private property... eventually 
I got back to the group and explained what had happened. 
 
When Wayne, the property owner, found out he promptly went to the 
neighbour’s house to “straighten things out”. The explanation was that 
the neighbour did know about the event but had forgotten  to tell his 
partner which is understandable and where most stories of this kind 
normally end, but…..feeling bad about the situation the neighbour 
offered to search for my plane in his 4WD and we saw it promptly 
shooting off across the paddocks.  Wayne meanwhile (did we mention 
that he is a pilot and owns an early homebuilt Druine Turbulent based 
on the property) decided to take the Turbulent up then and there and 
do a low level grid search.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I did explain that the model was only about 15” span and the last time 
I saw it the very small model was nowhere near the ground.   

Anyway before long we had a land and air search effort underway to 
find the little Ajax. Sadly, perhaps unsurprisingly, the  search was  
unsuccessful though much appreciated!”  
 
Over the course of the day we had around twenty cars turn up with 
about eighteen flyers returning voting cards, the weather was perfect 
with only a few gusts that stopped flying for a half hour or so. The 
Ebenezer Brigade  flew on! 

                                     Tim Hayward-Brown’s Baby Ajax. 
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As mentioned earlier it was a disappointment to see so few Scale 
models however there certainly were some high class models,   I man-
aged to have an “off day’’ with my two diesel models but put in some 
good flights with the old BV222. 
 

 
Just a day before the event, in true free flight fashion, Tim Hayward 
Brown finished off his Fanera,  a rubber powered model of a Russian 
transport. Attired in suitable garb he proceeded to trim this unique 
model until it was returning some reasonable flights. Eventually he 
broke the prop and found the borrowed replacement was just what the 
model needed.  He also flew his  Sundancer  and last years winner 
the Junkers J1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Maris brought along the late Peter Twiss’ diesel powered Luton Minor 
and it looked a picture in the early morning light. 

I managed some flights with my rubber powered Pawnee Brave and 
Sopwith 11/2 Strutter. 

The flyers started to pack up as the wind picked up and we got back to 
the camp site around 5.30pm. Not knowing just how many would  be 
staying overnight we had booked into the Mannum pub for tea on 
Saturday night and managed to get ten people together for a nice, 
reasonably priced meal. Back the 35km to the campsite and another 
fire. It was warmer that night and we were able to get a couple of 
hours sleep though there were a few showers over night.  
 
Out to the field at 6:00 a.m. and it was calm and dry.  My bad run con-
tinued with my Gotha, first flight it landed in a bush with the motors still 
running, wrapped a weed around one prop and burnt out a speed 
controller. I faired better with my Avia BH 11 and managed some rea-
sonable trim flights  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As expected there were less flyers on Sunday but about a dozen  got 
in three or so hours of decent weather before the wind started to pick 
up and eventually light rain set in.  By this time we had presented the 
awards and pretty much packed up.                                                           
 

While he was not flying Maris Dislers spent most of  his time starting and 
tuning  the other flyer’s many recalcitrant Diesels, some that hadn’t run for 
2 years.  Here he sorts out Peter’s Mills powered Tomboy. 

            Tim Hayward-Brown with his Russian Fantera. 

                                  Dave Putterill’s BV.222 in flight. 
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As most of you know the awards are worked out using a voting card 
filled out by each flyer who chooses the top three models in his opin-
ion.                                 
 
This year the awards went to: 
 
Special Award (Longest Flight)    Tim Hayward Brown    Baby Ajax                 
Best Kit Scale                              Steve Nelson       Pietenpol  
Best Electric Model                      Dave Putterill    BV222  
Best Power Model                       Maris Dislers                1912  R.E.P                
Best Rubber Model                     Tim Hayward Brown     Fanera  
Best  R/C Display                        Steve Nelson 
Gary Sunderland                         Peter Twiss                  Luton Minor                
Memorial Trophy                         (flown by Maris Dislers) 
 
Ebenezer Awards 
 
Best Appearing                          David Nearmy 
Unusual Launch                          Maris Dislers 
Best Flying E - Ebenezer            Stephen Kittle 
Best Scale E - Ebenezers           Geoff Wood 
 
SCALEMASTERS                      Dave Putterill                  Avia BH 11            
(Model of the Meet)    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Finally a big ‘Thank You’ to our daughter Dianne and her friend San-
drine for all their help in putting on the event and also to those of you 
who travelled to this new location to support us. We hope you all en-
joyed it as much as we did.                                            
                                                                         Lyn and Dave Putterill 

Dave Putterill  was the winner of th Scalemasters Trophy           
with his Avia BH 11. 

                      David Nearmy’s striking Ebenezer. 

Tim Hayward-Brown - Best Rubber Scale and Longest Flight. 

         Steve Nelson - Best Kit Scale and Best R/C Display. 

Maris Dislers - Gary Sunderland Memorial Trophy, Best Pow-
er Scale and Unusual Launch. 

                David Nearmy - Best Presented Ebenezer. 

                 Stephen Kittle - Best Electric Ebenezer 
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                                         Maris Dislers and his REP.         

                              Sonya Cole gets Ian’s Tomboy away.   

                           Steve Nelson’s micro r/c Andreason BA-4b.                        

                                  Stephen Kittle gets in some gliding. 

                                 John Elson’s Super 60 vintage r/c.                                        Maris Dislers’ Shannon  Cub. 
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 VINTAGE  AEROMODELLING 

                               at  DONCASTER  MAC 

Greg Stanfield is a member at the Doncaster club with an interest in 
building and flying vintage rubber powered free flight models and 
collecting vintage model engines. Greg is trying to generate interest in  
scratch building within our new generation of flyers, most of whom are 
only aware of the range of ARF models on offer from our retail shops 
or various websites.   
 
Late in May Greg arranged for Kevin Fryer, the president of the Old 
Timer SIG SAM 600, to come to the club to talk about his scratch built 
models and show some of the old spark ignition motors used in these 
vintage models. Doncaster member Mark Bishop was also on hand to 
show his vintage Hearn’s Hobbies “Sportster” and some old multi and 
single channel radio control transmitters. 
 
The audience of twenty or so showed interest in the construction tech-
niques used in the models and the “Sportster” plans that were made 
available by Mark. It will be interesting to see how many take this 
opportunity to try their hand at creating a model from scratch. 

Kevin Fryer with his Enya 2cc diesel powered “Phantom” control line speedster 
built to a Keil Kraft plan from  the 1950’s . 

This “A” frame, twin pusher prop, rubber powered model was designed in the 
early 20th century and is typical of early model aircraft design. 

Kevin’s “Playboy” is a very early pylon design powered by a vintage spark 
ignition McCoy 60.  Kevin demonstrated the ‘state of the art’ ignition system 
used on this motor to produce a healthy spark. 
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                                        Greg Stanfield opening the meeting and introducing the speakers. 

                                                                 A range of vintage engines on display from the collections of Greg Stanfield and Kevin Fryer. 
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Kevin’s son is in the process of producing a laser cut kit for this reduced scale 
1/2A “Cumulus”. A simple jig is used to simplify construction of the fuselage 
and ensure correct alignment of the formers and stringers. 

  Almost completed fuselage with motor, tail assembly and undercarriage fitted. 

1/2A class models such as this “Cumulus” were originally powered by Cox 
0.049 motors which are often difficult to start and keep running. Electric pow-
ered versions are now accepted and 1/2A models are becoming very popular. 

The completed electric powered model provides a fine, inexpensive introduction 
to Old Timer competition and the laser cut kit assists in easier and quicker con-
struction. 

       Mark Bishop with his Hearn’s Hobbies “Sportster” 3-channel r/c model. 

Two vintage r/c transmitters. The blue, ten channel, reed transmitter used two 
channels each for ailerons, elevator,  elevator trim, rudder and motor and had the  
control  switches in the same position as the present Mode 1 system. The gold 
transmitter is a push button single channel unit for rudder control only. 

                                               The attentive audience. 

                  Kevin Fryer’s spark ignition McCoy 60 in his “Playboy”.  
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VICSCALE  TROPHY  

2019 

After a poor attendance at last year’s event in Albury a return to the 
usual venue at Shepparton saw a better number of models and pilots 
competing in this Queen’s Birthday weekend annual event. 
 
Eleven pilots and models flew four rounds of competition over Satur-
day and Sunday in fair weather and without loss or damage to a 
model. 

                       Tony Grieger’s 1/3 scale clipped wing Piper J3 Cub. 

Competing models in the pits at Shepparton with Noel Whitehead’s World                                                   
Championship CT-4 in the foreground. 

RESULTS 

F4C 

1. David Law  Pitts S2 

2. Noel Findlay  DH.83 Fox Moth 

3. Noel Whitehead CT-4 

F4H 

1. Greg Lepp  Bristol M1C 

2. Rob Popelier  DH.60 Gipsy Moth 

3. Ian Mc Pherson Piper J3 Cub 

FLYING ONLY 

1. Keith Quigg  Piper J3 Cub 

2. Tim De Haan  Ercoupe 415C 

3. Rob McDonald  DH.60 Gipsy Moth 
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                                                      Noel Findlay’s DH.83 Fox Moth and Rob Popelier’s DH.60 Gipsy Moth are fine models of the 1930’s prototypes. 

                                                                                   Rob MacDonald’s  DH.60 Gipsy Moth is a nicely presented ARF by Seagull. 

                                                                           Don Relf’s model of the Auster AOP.9 is from a kit by New Zealand company Airsail. 

Noel Whitehead’s CT-4, Keith Quigg’s Piper J3 Cub and Tim de Haan’s Ercoupe.    Ian McPherson working on his Piper J3 Cub assisted by David Anderson. 
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  Tim de Haan about to take off with his Ercoupe with Keith Quigg as caller.                                         Tim de Haan’s Ercoupe 415C in flight. 

               Greg Lepp’s Bristol M1C placed first in the F4H competition.                   Rob Popelier’s Beechcraft Bonanza is a work in progress. 

 FOR SALE 
CONTACT: JOHN LAMONT     

Home: 94310044,  Mobile 0415384823,   Email: jlamont2@bigpond.com 

  OS BGX-1 

A used engine in very good condition. 
$225 

  SAITO FA-82B 

A used engine in very good condition. 
$250 
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The Indoor Aviation group  is made up of some 20 -30 members who 
get together to fly all manner of small aircraft in a safe and controlled 
environment. 
 
Flying on the 1st Friday and 3rd Tuesday of every month, the Knox 
Basketball courts provide an ample amount of space for their activity. 
Three courts side by side, plenty of unobstructed room, and high ceil-
ings allow serious flight times for the small models regardless of the 
weather conditions on the day. Waverley is normally on the 2nd Tue, 
3rd Wednesday and last Friday of the month.  
 
Flying inside any public venue where the space is shared by others 
(fliers and observers) involves issues of safety and duty of care, so 
that codes of conduct, protocols of acceptable models, and flying 
styles are there to help everyone enjoy themselves as much as possi-
ble.  
 
Rubber power, micro electric, and other similar indoor systems such 
as compressed gas power and hand launch aircraft are permitted to 
fly at the same time. No internal combustion or any form of combus-
tible powered device is allowed at any time. The size and weight of 
the model to be flown must be matched to the size of the available 
flying space so indoor models are generally smaller and lighter than 
the type of model aircraft which might be flown outdoors. Typical "Park 
Fliers" and most rotor craft are usually too heavy, fast, and energetic 
for safe operation indoors. 
 
Further information on this activity, including flying dates and model 
recommendations, can be found on the Indoor Aviation website at 
http://www.indooraviation.com/  

 

 

INDOOR  AVIATION 

at  

BORONIA 

 Most of the models are electric powered Ready-to-Fly ARF’s costing around 
$150 - $200 although a few scratch built machines are also flown. 

http://www.indooraviation.com/
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                                       Indoor r/c flying encompasses a wide range of aircraft limited only by the weight of the aircraft and the battery size allowed. 
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KNOX MAC 

ALL 

 AUSTRALIAN 

DAY 

The week leading up to this event had some of the most sublime winter 
weather, however it didn't last and we had another bleak day for the 
contest. Thanks to all the folks who turned up to participate. 
 
The two events scheduled on the day were the “All Aussie” designers 
and constructors competition comprising static and flying elements and 
the Brimbank Memorial Vintage Combat which was rescheduled from 
June due to poor weather. 
 
From the table you can see it was a lay down misere in the “All Aussie” 
event for Dave Nobes with his semi scale Tempest. Not only that but he 
received a 4th place for his Livewire III F2B own design. Ken Maier 
made second with his Glow Chief 29 powered HH Demon. Bringing up 
third place was Harry Bailey with his Galaxie B team racer.  
 
I was a very damp flying field as well as a cool & blustery winter’s day in 
Melbourne that greeted five cheerful combat fliers for the 12 th running of 
the annual Brimbank Falcons Vintage Combat event which had been 
rescheduled from the month before due to bad weather. 
 
COMBAT  RESULTS 
1.  Mark Ellins   Anduril MK I    Parra 15 SSC  W W W 
 
2.  Murray Wilson   Orchrist     Fora 15   W W L 
 
3.  Ken Maier   Anduril MK I    R250 & K12 .15  L W L  
 
4.  Tony Caselli   Anduril MK I    R250   L L 
4.  Harry Bailey   Stockport Warlord    Parra 15 SSC  L L 

Derek Pickard’s “Dazzler” is from the stable of the late Doug Grinham and 
is powered by a Stalker 76.      David Nobes’ “Livewire III” is an own design powered by a Saito 56. 

      Another by David Nobes, his “Ramrod” is powered by an OS 20. David Nobes’ winning model is a Hawker Tempest designed by Geoff 
Pentland and powered by an OS 40. 
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   Aeroflyte Spitfire by John Budge is powered by a Taipan 2.5cc diesel. Steve Vallve’s unusual “Predator” was designed and built  by David Nobes 
and is powered by an OS 25. 

            Bernie Cosgriff’s Kawasaki Hein is powered by an OS 15.   Ken Maier’s HH Demon placed second and is powered by a Glo Chief 29. 

        Harry Bailey’s  “Backtrack” team racer is powered by an OS25. “Galaxy” team racer by Harry Bailey placed third and is powered by a 
Brodak 25. 

          Robin Hiern’s Proto speed model is powered by a Nova Rossi.   Class 1 - 2cc speed model by Robin Hiern is powered by a Nova Rossi. 
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 MODEL ENTRANT STATIC FLIGHT TOTAL POINTS 

1 HAWKER TEMPEST DAVID NOBES 49 DNF 49 

2 HEARN’S HOBBIES DEMON KEN MAIER 22 DNF 22 

3 GALAXIE B  HARRY BAILEY 16 DNF 16 

4 LIVEWIRE III DAVID NOBES 15 DNF 15 

5 PROTO SPEED ORIGINAL ROBIN HIERN 13 DNF 13 

6 2CC SPEED ROBIN HIERN 8 DNF 8 

7 KAWASAKI HEIN BERNIE COSGRIFF 7 DNF 7 

8 PREDATOR STEVE VALLVE 6 DNF 6 

9 AEROFLYTE SPITFIRE REEVE MARSH 4 DNF 4 

10 DAZZLER DEREK PICKARD 1 DNF 1 

10 RAMROD DAVID NOBES 1 DNF 1 

10 BACKTRACK  HARRY BAILEY 1 DNF 1 

11 AEROFLYTE SPITFIRE JOHN BUDGE 0 DNF 0 

RESULTS  -  “ALL  AUSTRALIAN” STUNT 

      The winners in the Brimbank Falcons Vintage Combat event, from left — Ken Maier 3rd place , Mark Ellins 1st place, Murray Wilson 3rd 
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In early July the 1st East Doncaster Scouts  were welcomed to the  
Doncaster MAC to learn about the basic aerodynamics that allow air-
craft to fly. This came about through the efforts of Scout Leader Rich-
ard Fleming, who is also a member of the Doncaster MAC, assisted by 
Greg Stanfield and other DMAC members. 
 
The mid-winter weather was almost perfect, not too cold and with calm 
air that allowed flying demonstrations of rubber powered models, hurl 
gliders and several types of radio controlled aircraft as a prelude to the 
Scouts building and flying their own model in order to attain their Mod-
eller Badge.  
 
The midday B-B-Q was well received before the serious work com-
menced with each scout building a small hurl glider from the balsa-
wood kits supplied. Wings and tail assemblies were cut to shape, 
wings were sanded to airfoil sections and the models assembled  us-
ing a couple of hot glue guns. After adding plasticine for correct bal-
ance the models were all flown successfully. 
 
It was a good day for the scouts and a good promotion for aeromodel-
ling. Hopefully it might generate an interest in aeromodelling within the 
group. 
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                                                                      Bailey McIver, Harrison Meddings and Andrew Fleming  playing “Catch the Discus”. 

       Egon Fice explaining basic aerodynamics and aircraft control systems. 

 

Greg Stanfield introducing Egon Fice, formerly a Dassault Mirage pilot  and now 

a Doncaster MAC member. 

Scout Leader and Doncaster MAC member Richard Fleming demonstrating the 
operation of the four major aircraft controls. 

                  Parents of the scouts also showed interest in the models.     Andrew Fleming kept everyone entertained with his indoor r/c micro model. 
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                                                                                      A B-B-Q sausage with sauce in a bread slice is always well received. 

                                   Doncaster MAC models on display. 

 

                 DMAC member Victor Lai describing the models on display. 

 

                                                                         Graeme Watson demonstrating his rubber powered model assisted by Greg Stanfield. 

The plan for the Scout glider offered alternative shapes for wings and tail  

assemblies using the same basic pieces.                          The secret to good building — lots of sanding! 
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MELBOURNE  MULTIROTOR  RACING  CLUB 

AT  

GREENSBOROUGH  MAC 

With things a bit slow on the aeromodelling scene I paid another visit 
to Greensborough for a multirotor racing event. At GMAC the race 
course is set up at one end of the east / west strip. Use of this area,  
normally allocated for helicopter flying, still allows for fixed wing mod-
el flying to continue from the main north / south runway thanks to 
2.4GHz technology. 
 
Once again I was struck by the relative youth of the competitors com-
pared to competitive fixed wing model events and the involvement of 
members of the fair sex, not something usually seen at most model-
ling events. 
 
The little machines fly at great speed around, under and over many 
obstacles as the pilots use FPV to follow the route set out by markers 
on the ground. 

Similar to control line combat the competitors carry a lot of  back up  machinery. 

                              The  course set up on the helicopter area.                    Competitors using FPV equipment to follow the course. 
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The pits shelter has electrical outlets on each supporting post and they were in 
great demand. 

                  Contestants checking the course prior to flying a heat. 

                                                                                 Lots of electronic equipment  at the contest director’s position. 

 A TV monitor with a split screen shows each competitors flight  in real time.           Heat times and finishing positions are shown on the TV monitor. 
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Friday 7th June saw Rick and myself finish packing the motor home 
for the trip down to Lake Bolac for the Ararat club annual float fly. We 
arrived about 10am to find there were already seven camped along 
the foreshore.  
 
Once again we were blessed with great weather for the majority of 
the weekend and a great turn out of flyers. We had twenty-six regis-
tered pilots from Melbourne, country Victoria and South Australia 
with, as has been the case for the last couple of years, Graeme 
Hunter of the Port Lincoln club making the long journey from Ceduna. 
Around forty aircraft were on display varying from small electric pow-
ered foamies to large petrol engine models .    
 
Although the weather was cold, conditions were perfect with the slight 
breeze just enough to put a small ripple on the water. Most of those 
who were there arrived on the Thursday and already had two days of 
flying with no need for the rescue boat to leave the shore.  
 
Saturday dawned cold clear and calm until late morning when the 
wind picked up from the west, requiring a cross wind take-off and 
landing. This created a problem for many flyers and the rescue boat 
was in great demand. Fortunately most of the rescues were planes 
being flipped over without suffering damage. Saturday night saw 
many head to the local hotel for a very pleasant meal and a catch up 
with friends, an important part of our sport.  
 
Sunday morning was very cold and poor weather was starting to 
move in with the rain that had been predicted. Most had decided that 
they would head home after lunch Sunday so the raffle was held and 
people started to head home.  
           Rick and Pam Pimblott  

 

Ararat  &  District Aeromodellers 

LAKE  BOlac   FLOAT  FLY 

               John Napoli from Keilor with his ARF Avios HU-16 Albatross .  

Graeme Hunter came from Ceduna in South Australia to fly his ARF Ugly Stick.        
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 Lyall Tevelen from Melbourne and Shane Kilsby from Mount Gambier with their 

ARF Ugly Sticks . 

 
                      Shane Talbot from Keilor with his ARF Bush Mule.  

                Lyall Tevelen’s ARF  Valiant touches down on the calm water. 
Dominic Lesue helping Trevor Tomsett from Norlunga S.A. with his original  

trimotor model. 

                                              Action on the waterfront. 

           Cars and models lined up at Lake Bolac for some leisurely flying.       Easy access to the lakeside made setting up the models a simple task.. 

                            Lyall Trevelen with his North Star flying boat. 
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 BAIRNSDALE & DISTRICT 
MODEL AERO CLUB 

With rapid suburban growth threatening closure or relocation of metro-
politan model flying fields and to ensure the long term availability of 
flying sites the VMAA, with the financial assistance of the MAAA and 
the commitment of several Victorian clubs, has established a number 
of State flying fields to the west, north and east of Melbourne. Each 
field is occupied by a local club charged with responsibility for the 
development, maintenance and operation of the field.  
 
The State fields are for the use of all members of the MAAA so if you 
are in the area and wish to visit then contact with a representative of 
the club committee will gain you a warm welcome and access to the 
field. 

A requirement of tenancy on these fields is that the field will be made 
available by request on seven occasions each year for special events 
or for competitions organised by Special Interest Groups. Location of 
the State Fields and contact addresses can be found on the VMAA 
website. 
 
Geoff White, the president of the Bairnsdale club sited on State Field 
East, has sent these photographs showing the present development 
of the field and facilities six years after the purchase of the property. 
The club has a height clearance to 1500 feet and with all of that open 
space it looks a likely site for Old Timer and Glider activity with all of 
the creature comforts preferred by aging flyers. 
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